
The color green has long been associated with nature,
life, renewal, growth. In the design world, it carries a
hefty weight. Green has come to represent the environ-

ment and designers' commitment to it, manifested in the
finished product. Laden with responsibility, understanding
the concept is the first step in creating sustainable design.

Green design is complex; it is not just a matter of choosing
the right paper and inks—though materials are definitely part
of the sustainable equation. Designers need to see green design
as a whole. The bigger picture presents many layers according
to Brian Dougherty of Berkeley-based Celery Design Collabora-
tive, a firm with roots soundly planted in sustainability and
social justice. "At Celery, we talk about the 'stuff' aspect of
green design as the outer layer of an onion. Stuff means
materials such as post-consumer recycled paper and low VOC
inks, as well as manufacturing techniques like efficient use of
the press sheet and molded pulp packaging. This is the most
visible aspect of green design.

"If you peel back the onion, you can get to a deeper sort of
green graphic design where the 'message' promotes positive
social and environmental change. This involves a value judg-
ment on the contents of whatever is being designed—an
uncomfortable proposition for some designers. We need to
acknowledge that most of the 'stuff we create is intended to
effectively communicate information and messages to particular
audiences. If we use our communication skills to add value
to positive environmental and social messages, then we are
engaged in green design. A brochure for a 12MPG Humvee
is not green design, even if it's printed on recycled paper and
has photos of big pretty trees.

"I reserve a special place—the very core of that onion—for
designs that truly go beyond the status quo and re-imagine
how we approach graphic design. Ideally, the exercise of green
design can be a springboard for solving problems in fresh
ways." Dougherty sites FedEx's reusable envelopes and the
Monterey Bay Aquarium's pocket-sized Seafood Watch List as
examples of good design resulting in a big, positive impact.

Phil Hamlett, MFA director, School of Graphic Design at
San Francisco's Academy of Art University, believes that
despite the fact that sustainability is being linked to graphic
design more and more, "Few designers have a clear under-
standing of what the word and its attendant concepts actually
mean, while fewer still can relate it to their everyday business
practice or understand the implications it holds for their future.

"It's actually a progressive issue in which the business com-
munity is out in front. Designers have some catching up to do.

The problem is that many designers perceive the issue to be
punitive ('But I don't want to print my nice photos on shitty
recycled paper.'). Some of the speakers at the Vancouver AIGA
conference had difficulty putting a positive spin on the
notion. Inspirational speakers from successful companies
(like Chris Hacker from Aveda) are one of the best ways to
get designers interested."

Hamlett builds awareness through the many hats he wears. He
is both the Environmental Chair of the San Francisco AIGA
Chapter and the founder of Compostmodern (www.compost-
modern.org), a 2004 interdisciplinary design conference that
promoted sustainable design as an everyday practice and mode
of thinking, rather than a niche way of working.

"Making people aware (designers and clients) that it's not just
about paper and printing, but business practices as well, is
a difficult thing to bring up in polite conversation. There is
a lot of latent guilt associated with it. Many people would
prefer to just look the other way and conduct business as it
has always been conducted. I try to put enough information
out there to attract the people to whom it speaks, then use
them to gradually change the definition of 'standard business
practice.' Everyone else will come around eventually, once
those expectations are clearly delineated."

Hamlett and Dougherty are focused on positive change
within the industry. In keeping with the work that they, and

others, do, the following twelve projects demonstrate the
many facets of green design.

Dougherty concludes, "I believe that designers need to own
their power as persuaders/communicators and use that power

Right: "What better way to enhance the nature of a gardener's product
than through green thinking. Unveiling its first work in conjunction with
Minneapolis-based Duffy & Partners, The Thymes launches a new
collection—Gardener. In addition to developing the overall brand, identities
and packaging, our goal was to develop new forms of sales collateral that
would entice store buyers and product innovations," said partner Eric Block
and account executive Ellie Dolan. "Gardener is a collection of purposeful
products that tend to the hands of those who tend to the earth. To enhance
the importance of this relationship with nature, the brochure is printed on
100% recycled paper. As the brochure unfolds, an understanding of the
collection's distinct sensation and purpose develops through a variety of
product insights. Unfolding the brochure completely results in a realization
of another collateral piece without the waste of using more paper, a poster
encompassing the brand. The product's brand language immediately
communicates its benefits; a fragrance that creates oneness with nature
and the role the brand can play in enriching consumers' everyday lives."
Ken Sakurai, senior designer; Lisa Pemrick, writer; Dan Olson, creative
director; Joe Duffy, executive creative director; Leo Tushaus, photographer;
Michele Angel, studio artist; Nancy Kullas, director.
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This page: "The objective was to promote the environ-
mental, structural and printing advantages of Candesce,
a line of paperboard manufactured by Potlatch. The audi-
ence is comprised of packaging designers and printers
in the U.S. The primary message was that Candesce has
it all: an outstanding print surface, structural integrity
and superior utility, all in a completely renewable and
recyclable resource utilizing earth-friendly materials,"
said creative director Bill Sykes. "The challenge was to
exhibit each of these characteristics utilizing the Candesce
paperboard. Our unifying theme was The Natural Selec-
tion,' which featured three different, uniquely-shaped
boxes, a series of icons with each representing a unique
attribute, a common look and feel and a consistent copy
approach. The rectangular box included ten packets of
Blue Spruce tree seeds stitched into a custom matchbook-
style cover depicting germinating, planting and growing
instructions. The hexagonal box contained seven 100%
pure beeswax, honey-scented votive candles. Each was
packaged in a custom-designed hexagonal box that simu-
lated a honeycomb pattern inside the box. The square box
contained a unique potpourri, exuding a harmonious blend
of colors, fragrances and textures. This box contained a
custom-designed insert that, when placed into position,
converted the box into an attractive potpourri display con-
tainer." Matt Mullin, designer; Charlie Sue Back, writer;
Communications Design (Sacramento, CA), design firm.

"A poster promoting recycling is a bit useless if no one's
going to hang it up. Get Michael Schwab to do the illus-
tration and you can be pretty certain people are going
to see it. The objective was simple: give restaurants the
opportunity to take pride in their recycling efforts. The
message is not only to customers, but to employees as
well. With advertising that doubles as art, you can help
ingrain recycling in popular culture. Rather than make
people feel guilty if they don't recycle, make them feel
good when they toss their empty bottles and cans into
a recycling bin," said creative director Tom Ortega. Bill
Bobbins, art director; Dave Robb, executive creative
director; Michael Schwab, illustrator; Riester-Robb
(Phoenix, AZ), ad agency; International Color Posters,
publisher; California Department of Conservation, client.

Right: "This is the third book in Alameda County's Green
Building Guideline series. It is a detailed, comprehensive
overview of the myriad sustainable building techniques
available to architects and developers," said partner Rod
DeWeese. "Our design, first and foremost, needed to be
engaging and easy to use, as well as convey a sense of
innovation and fun. We also wanted the project to embody
the principles of green design—to really 'walk the talk' of
eco-innovation. We originally proposed a self-mailing
three-ring binder format that would enable the contents to
be easily updated. However, the initial print run was low
and the cost for a custom binder proved to be prohibitive.
Our solution was to use inexpensive, easy-to-get materials
and binding, but to combine them in unusual ways. The
cover is printed on a standard 100% recycled chipboard
and the interior pages are printed on Neenah Environment
100% recycled paper. The binding is copper-coated 100%
recycled steel wire 0-ring. We put much of our design
energy into the chapter divider pages, which became the
defining element of the piece. They are printed on brightly-
colored Fraser Genesis 100% post-consumer recycled
paper and feature a specially-designed tab that eliminates
die-cutting waste." Rod DeWeese/Brian Dougherty, art
directors; Jennifer Roberts, writer; Aya Akazawa, designer;
Karen Kho, producer; Celery Design Collaborative
(Berkeley, CA), design firm.
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Left: "An international, juried design competition specified green engineering as a high
priority for Pittsburgh's new David L. Lawrence Convention Center. Rafael Viñoly Archi-
tects responded with a stunning building that is a model of environmental stewardship.
Key green features include efficient use of heat, light and water. Construction and
interior materials are environmentally friendly. The site itself is a reuse of riverfront
acreage. Green Building Alliance, Pittsburgh's nationally-regarded leader in promoting
environmentally-sound design, contracted Landesberg Design to develop permanent
exhibit panels interpreting green building concepts for Center visitors. Our goals: visually
engage the visitor and provide memorable, thought-provoking information about green
building issues to a broad general audience," said creative director Rick Landesberg. "The
panels capture attention with intriguing black-and-white images which portray a single
issue; a billowing sail, for example, implies air. Supporting images and text explain the
Center's use of fresh air ventilation and its advantages: improved indoor air quality and
visitor well-being, reduced energy use. The main message is simply and powerfully con-
veyed, with additional layers of information for the more curious. The panels capitalize
on a high-traffic reception area and the drawing power of a window wall, opening to
dramatic riverfront views." Kipp Madison, designer; Anita Driscoll/Megan Moser, writers;
Tom Barr/Dennis Marsico/Jack Wolf, photographers; Rafael Viñoly Architects, consultant;
Filmet/Sign Pro, production companies; Landesberg Design (Pittsburgh, PA), design firm;
Rebecca Flora/Megan Moser/Green Building Alliance, clients.

"This poster was designed for the China Exploration & Research Society's inter-
national road show. The objective of the road show held in the United States, United
Kingdom, Japan, Hong Kong and places where the Shahtoosh can be bought is to let
the world know about the horrors of killing the endangered Tibetan antelope in order to
satisfy human's 'fashion' needs," said Eric Chan, design director. "A graphic illustration
of the once alive animal and handwritten headline and message in blood with splatters
convey the shocking truth. The logo of the concerned society is also handwritten to pro-
ject the rawness and cruelty of these events. The stark contrast of a black background
against the red graphic stresses the brutality of these murders. Stop the gruesome
killings or there won't be any more of these animals left!" Eric Chan/Iris Yu, designers;
Cat Tyrell, writer; Cat Tyrell/lris Yu, calligraphy; Iris Yu, illustrator; Eric Chan Design
(Causeway Bay, Hong Kong), design firm; China Exploration & Research Society, client.

This page: "Phil Wilson Design, Inc. has developed dozens of green messaging materials
for Herman Miller. The office furniture company is strongly committed to a sustainable
natural environment and has an extensive history to prove it. Herman Miller required a cor-
porate environmental statement to be used in various green conferences it sponsored,
including EnvironDesign and Greenbuild Expo," said Phil Wilson and Dick Holm. "This
solution complemented its corporate green brochure but was redesigned and edited to
meet the demands of the new medium. We utilized still photography, music and elegant
transitions to create a simple yet compelling message. It was created entirely in Flash
and utilized on plasma monitors and the Web as well as converted to DVD. Herman
Miller's 'Perfect Vision' sustainability targets for the year 2020: zero landfill, zero hazardous
waste generation, zero air and water emissions from manufacturing, company buildings
constructed to a minimum LEED Silver certification and the use of 100% green energy
to meet their power needs." Phil Wilson, lead designer; Dick Holm, Herman Miller, Inc./
Chuck Otto, Chuck Otto Communications, writers; Andrew Dull, Herman Miller, Inc./
Christine Morse, Herman Miller, Inc./Sheila Warfield, Herman Miller, Inc., associate
creative directors; Conni Schaftenaar, Marketing Management Services, Inc., manager
of media services; Phil Wilson Design, Inc. (Valrico, FL), design firm.
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Left: "Rana Creek Living Architecture evaluates,

designs, installs and monitors plant life and water-

shed ecosystems within architectural structures
and site integration. Experiencing significant

growth in the field of 'green roof and ecological

landscapes, Rana Creek hired Takigawa Design to
update their identity. Sharing a dedication to sus-
tainable design, Takigawa was able to conceive

and create an overarching brand for Rana Creek

through the Living Architecture brochure. Paul
Kephart, Rana Creek's lead ecologist and consul-

tant, provided vision and messaging for the

brochure, taking into account an audience of archi-
tects, planners, engineers, developers and city

officials. Distribution would be primarily through

mail and tradeshows," said consultant Sarah
Clark. Creative director Jerry Takigawa continued,

"The landscape format of the brochure was

chosen for a soft, relaxed feel —consistent with

the concept of natural environments. French-fold
pages added dimension while the side-sewn

binding contributed textural interest. The inside

cover water graphic indicates Living Architecture's
contribution to a healthy watershed and the image

of native grasses reflects its promotion of
ecological diversity and wildlife habitat. The

brochure is printed on an uncoated 100% post-

consumer waste recycled stock, certified by the
Forest Stewardship Council. Hemlock Printers is

also FSC certified and dedicated to sustainable

practices. Jay Galster, designer; John Runk,
writer; Takigawa Design (Monterey, CA), design
firm; Rana Creek, client.

This page: "New Leaf Paper and Cenveo

approached us to create a direct-mail piece to

announce the new paper line called Primavera.
The mission of New Leaf Paper is to be the lead-

ing national source for environmentally-respon-
sible, economically-sound paper. Because their

paper is affordable, more people have access to

an environmental paper option. We needed to

showcase the printing capabilities of the paper
and illustrate in simplified terms how Primavera

could have a directly positive effect on the envi-

ronment. The target audience was print buyers of
corporations and design agencies. What better

way to drive home the environmental impact
message than to compare brochure quantities

with saving trees," said creative director Natalie

Kitamura. "Cenveo played a key role in the project

by putting together a team of engravers, die-cut-
ters and photographers to help us illustrate how

versatile the paper could be. Our team goal was to
have each of us use this piece as a marketing tool.

We created separate cards so that Cenveo and

NKD could showcase the relationship with New

Leaf, as well as our own capabilities and execute

our own mailings." Elizabeth Fee, Natalie Kitamura

Design, senior designer; David K. Gibson, Dystacorp
Light Industries, writer; Digital Studio/Tom Tracy,

Tom Tracy Photography, photographers; Apex Die/

Cordell Engraving/Allen Strohmeier, Cenveo, pro-

duction companies; Natalie Kitamura Design

(Sausalito, CA), design firm; Bill Reed, New Leaf

Paper, client.
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Left: "The booklet is devoted to an environmental policy
of RUSAL Company, which is the largest Russian aluminum
producer. The original concept (the booklet is made out as a
diary of the traveler, inquisitive and thoughtful, interested in envi-
ronmental protection) explains a variety of formats and eclecti-
cism of the forms used in the booklet. 'Natural' appearance is
relevant and prepossesses anyone who keeps the book in hands,"
said writer Irina Larkova. Leonid Feigin/Dmitry Pioryshkov, art
directors; Ekaterina Satarova, designer; Helen Kurian/Marina
Novikova/Ekaterina Satarova, illustrators; Direct Design Visual
Branding (Moscow, Russian Federation), design firm.

This page: "Teko wool and cotton socks are certified to the
Oeko-Tex 100 Standard," said designer Matthew Ebbing. "This
strict European standard ensures that the processing and con-
tent of a product results in no harmful or toxic substances next
to your skin or left in the environment. On top of that, 100% of
the electricity used in the operations and manufacturing of Teko
socks is offset by the purchase of clean sustainable American
Wind energy. Such an eco-friendly product as Teko had to have
very ecologically-minded packaging. So, TDA produced a sock
package based on 100% recycled tagboard, natural soy-based
ink and absolutely no glue, staples or plastic attachments to
secure the product. The socks act as the package closure appa-
ratus by passing through the back and folding over the front for
display. This, in turn, also holds the socks in place. When the
socks are removed the package can be opened. The socks can
easily be placed back into the package after sampling for
redisplay, unlike most of the competition." Thomas Dooley, art
director; TDA Advertising & Design (Boulder, CO), design firm.

"TransCab arose when firebelly was challenged to conceptualize
a way to make Chicago a more sustainable city. We focused
our efforts on bringing environmentalism into mainstream
awareness. Our goals were two-fold: make it incredibly easy for
Chicagoans to integrate environmental responsibility into their
everyday needs and create wide-spread change in our com-
munity while setting an example for others to follow. Hybrid
taxis were the perfect vehicle for demonstrating how efficient
automobiles benefit everyone," said Dawn Hancock, creative
director. Brian Mackin/Melissa Mackin, designers; Matt Cowen/
Andrea Juracek, writers; firebelly design co. (Chicago, IL),
design firm; Chicago Sustainable Design Challenge, client.
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